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                Our Devices
Find out how our Award-Winning Sonic Technology will give you smooth, glowing skin.
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                How to Use
Discover easy tips + tricks to get the best results from your sonic skincare devices.
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                About
Meet our founder and learn why we’re obsessed with helping you transform your skin!
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                Contact Us
Questions? Comments? We have real humans standing by to help!
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                Press
See why beauty editors are giving DERMAFLASH glowing reviews!
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                Blog
Learn more about everything sonic skincare can do for your skin.
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            800-381-6257
          
Mon-Fri | 9 AM - 8 PM (ET)
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          DERMAFLASH LUXE+

Anti-Aging, Exfoliation + Peach Fuzz Removal Set




            Pick a Color:

            
              Blush
            
	
                  
                  
                    Blush
                  
                
	
                  
                  
                    Pop Pink
                  
                
	
                  
                  
                    Stone
                  
                
	
                  
                  
                    Sea Foam
                  
                



      
      
    Blush - $199.00
Pop Pink - $199.00
Stone - $199.00
Sea Foam - $199.00


      

    




                  
                  
                    





                  
                  

                  

                  
                    
                    
                        
                          Add to cart
                        
                       - 
                          $199



                  

                      









Award-Winning Sonic Technology safely + gently exfoliates dead skin cells and removes peach fuzz. Reveal smooth, glowing, fuzz-free skin instantly—and improve your skin over time.
	CLINICALLY PROVEN hair will NOT grow back thicker or faster
	For all ages, skin types and tones—even sensitive skin
	Includes LUXE+ device, 4 single-use Microfine Edges, PREFLASH

® Cleanser (0.33 fl. oz.) charging cable and base
	Esthetician-recommended


                    
      
    
        
          We're So Honored!

Editors love the glowing results DERMAFLASH delivers and so will you!
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Pop Pink - $199.00
Stone - $199.00
Sea Foam - $199.00
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        Play Video
      
      
        
          
            
            Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.
          
        
      

    

  
  
    
      
The Sonic Edge Difference

    
    
      
        Now with Boosted Sonic Speed, LUXE+ glides effortlessly over your skin to instantly de-flake + de-fuzz. Skincare penetrates better, makeup glides on like silk!
And don’t stress about nicks or scrapes. New Microfine Edges™ give you ultimate comfort + precision, while Proprietary Safety Features deliver maximum protection.

      

    
  











  

    CLINICALLY PROVEN

                  INSTANT RESULTS
                

                  AFTER 4 WEEKS
                

                  CLINICAL RESULTS
                


    
          
                
                  100%
                

                
                  saw instant improvement in skin texture*
                

              

                
                  100%
                

                
                  said skincare absorbed faster afterwards*
                

              

                
                  100%
                

                
                  said it effectively removed peach fuzz*
                

              

                
                  97%
                

                
                  instantly saw brighter, more radiant skin*
                

              


             *Consumer panel survey using LUXE+ 1x

            


        
          
                
                  100%
                

                
                  said skin looked younger**
                

              

                
                  100%
                

                
                  said skin looked more even**
                

              

                
                  100%
                

                
                  said skin felt tightened + sculpted**
                

              

                
                  100%
                

                
                  said skin looked healthier + refreshed**
                

              



        
          
                
                  97%
                

                
                  had less visible fine lines + wrinkles***
                

              

                
                  94%
                

                
                  had reduced appearance of dark spots***
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        THIS IS NOT A RAZOR

      
      
        Transform Your Skin With Safe + Gentle Exfoliation


      

      
        	
              BOOSTED SONIC SPEED

              Superior anti-aging exfoliation + improved cellular turnover

            
	
              CLOSER CONTACT

              New Microfine Edges™ remove every trace of peach fuzz + dead skin

            
	
              ULTIMATE SAFETY

              Proprietary Safety Features provide maximum protection from nicks or scrapes

            
	
              IMPROVES YOUR SKIN

              Clinically proven to improve skin tone + texture over time

            


      
    

  










  
3 Steps To Glow
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          Play Video
        
        
          
            
              
              Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.
            
          
        

      

    

    
      

            Step One:  Prep

            Prepare skin with the included PREFLASH® to remove surface oil.

          

            Step Two:  Flash

            Hold LUXE+ at a 45° angle and glide over your face using short, feathery strokes.

          

            Step Three: Care

            Apply DERMAFLASH Botanical Ketoacid Toner, followed by DERMAFLASH Active Cocooning Serum for instant hydration and glow.

 Flash 1X per week to maintain smooth, radiant, fuzz-free skin.

          

    

  















  
    
      REAL FACES, REAL RESULTS

    
      
        
          
          Previous
        
        
          
          Next
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Visibly lifted + defined
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Fresh-faced + fuzz-free
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Instant radiance boost
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Visibly lifted + defined
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Fresh-faced + fuzz-free
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Instant radiance boost
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“Your Peach Fuzz Will Grow Back Exactly As It Was Before You Flashed. No Thicker, No Darker, No Different."
- DR. ARIZA ORTIZ, DERMATOLOGIST


  







  
    
      FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
    

    
          
            Will the hair on my face grow back thicker?
          
        
        
          This is the #1 question we received! It is a myth that shaving or removing hair from your face will make it grow back differently. LUXE+ was specially created for the delicate skin on a woman’s face. LUXE+ removes the top layer of dull, dead skin cells and built up debris, with the added benefit of peach fuzz removal. Nothing that you do to the surface of your skin can change the way your hair grows. Your peach fuzz will grow back exactly the same, no thicker or darker. Plus, we conducted a clinical study to prove it!

        

          
            Can I use other cleansers with LUXE+?
          
        
        
          No, the included PREFLASH Cleanser is an essential prep step for a perfect Flash every time. The deep cleansing formula provides maximum removal of surface oil, so peach fuzz stands up straight for effortless removal. It also makes skin more taut, so your device glides effortlessly over skin.

        

          
            How often should I use LUXE+?
          
        
        
          We recommend using LUXE+ 1x per week for your best results.

        

          
            Can I go out in the sun after using LUXE+?
          
        
        
          After a LUXE+ Sonic Dermaplaning treatment, we recommend avoiding direct sun exposure for at least 48-72 hours. You can still go about your normal daily activities—just don’t plan a trip to the beach right after your dermaplaning session! And as with any exfoliating treatment, it’s essential to wear broad spectrum SPF 30 (or higher) every day. Any type of exfoliation (whether it’s physical or chemical) reveals fresh skin that’s more vulnerable to sun damage. It’s crucial to protect your skin to maintain your results.

        

          
            How long does it take to charge?
          
        
        
          We recommend charging LUXE+ before each use so the device will be ready when you are.

        

          
            What is the difference between ONE, LUXE and LUXE+?
          
        
        
          LUXE+ is the next generation of our award-winning Sonic Dermaplaning + Peach Fuzz Removal device. We boosted the Sonic Speed to 14K for superior anti-aging exfoliation and improved cellular turnover. We also gave our Edges an upgrade. Our new Microfine Edges™ have an enhanced Proprietary Safety Cage for ultimate precision and maximum protection. Both LUXE+ and LUXE have two speeds (gentle and invigorating) so you can customize your treatment. ONE has a single speed. 
All the devices will deliver professional-quality exfoliation and peach fuzz removal, and all are compatible with the new Microfine Edges. Our mission is to bring you the most effective and most advanced sonic skincare technology, which is why we upgrade our devices from time to time. 

        

          
            Does LUXE+ remove peach fuzz?
          
        
        
          Yes! In our consumer testing, 100% of participants said LUXE+ effectively removed peach fuzz. Our proprietary Sonic Technology and upgraded Microfine Edge safely + gently remove peach fuzz while simultaneously exfoliating dead skin cells. Your skin is left smooth, glowing and fuzz-free. And don’t worry, your hair will NOT grow back any thicker or darker. LUXE+ removes peach fuzz from skin’s surface and does not affect the hair follicle in any way. Your peach fuzz will grow back exactly the same—no thicker, no darker, no different!

        

          
            Can I use retinol or do an at-home peel after Flashing?
          
        
        
          Since LUXE+ Sonic Dermaplaning gently exfoliates your skin in addition to removing peach fuzz, it’s best to avoid strong exfoliating ingredients for 48-72 hours after Flashing. This includes prescription treatments, any serums and creams with retinol or glycolic acid, and at-home peels. You can use your favorite hydrating serum, creamor mask right after Flashing. Your skin will drink the moisture right in! (You can also use a gentle exfoliating toner such as Botanical Ketoacid Toner.If you’re unsure, always check with your dermatologist!)
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      Customers Are Talking!


      
        

        

        

      

      
        
      

    

     4.7 

Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

 Based on 575 reviews 


 5 Rated  out of 5 stars



 487 
 Total 5 star reviews: 487  4 Rated  out of 5 stars



 50 
 Total 4 star reviews: 50  3 Rated  out of 5 stars



 8 
 Total 3 star reviews: 8  2 Rated  out of 5 stars



 11 
 Total 2 star reviews: 11  1 Rated  out of 5 stars



 19 
 Total 1 star reviews: 19 



93%would recommend these products

ResultsRated 4.8 on a scale of 1 to 5












 Poor  Excellent 



Ease of UseRated 4.8 on a scale of 1 to 5












 Poor  Excellent 
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 Reviews 575(tab expanded) Questions 6(tab collapsed)


 Filters 
 Write a Review (Opens in a new window)

 575 reviews 
 Sort Most Recent
Oldest
Most Helpful
Photos & Videos
Highest Rating
Lowest Rating
Least Helpful
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 Gina H. 
 Verified Buyer 
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 Reviewing 
 DERMAFLASH LUXE+ 


I recommend this product

 Product Standouts  Great Quality






Rated 5 out of 5 stars

2 days ago

Would be lost without it 
Use daily and misplaced the charger. Since they no longer sell just the charger, they sent me a whole new unit. Amazing customer service 

Read More

ResultsRated 5.0 on a scale of 1 to 5












 Poor  Excellent 



Ease of UseRated 5.0 on a scale of 1 to 5












 Poor  Excellent 
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 3 minutes ago 
Look at that GLOW! Thanks for being part of our Flash Squad, Gina.







	 LA 

 Lauren A. 
 Verified Buyer 
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 Reviewing 
 DERMAFLASH LUXE+ 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

8 months ago

Love it 
Love it so much. I look forward to using it once a week! 

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 4 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 12 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 8 months ago 
Awesome, Lauren!







	 CM 

 Carla M. 
 Verified Buyer 
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 Reviewing 
 DERMAFLASH LUXE+ 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

10 months ago

Excellent device!!
Loving the derma flash luxe!  I have only just used it once and it took a few minutes for me to get the hang of it, but what a beautiful result! My skin is silky smooth and my makeup goes on beautifully.  In fact the day I used it, my husband and I happen to go  out to dinner.  He said “You look so beautiful!” I really think it was because of using my dermaflash that morning. I used to pay a lot to have a Facialist do this this for me but now I can achieve the same in the comfort of my own home all while saving me money!
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 25 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 8 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 10 months ago 
Absolutely GLOWING, Carla! Enjoy!
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 Jennifer M. 
 Verified Reviewer 
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 Reviewing 
 DERMAFLASH LUXE+ 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 year ago

Love this Derma Flash Great for my Skin
I absolutely love this product and will be using it on a regular basis it makes my skin feel really soft and also helps smooth everything out. It gets rid of all the peach fuzz and dry skin very quickly. I love anything skincare and feel so grateful to be able to test and try this out. Also, my makeup goes on a lot smoother as well. I would highly recommend this to any women out there. 

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 68 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 25 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 1 year ago 
Thank you for the thoughtful review, Jennifer! Enjoy LUXE+ and keep glowing.
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 TaraMetBlog 
 Verified Reviewer 
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 Reviewing 
 DERMAFLASH LUXE+ 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 year ago

Very Impressed
I kept hearing about Dermaflash Luxe+ on Instagram but was nervous to try it on myself. However, once I did, I was pleasantly surprised. It's straightforward and easy to use, it doesn't hurt and it left my skin looking smooth and youthful. I also like that it came with a prep cleanser for a full skincare routine. The device itself is sleek and slim and fits perfectly in my palm. Highly recommend. 

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 50 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 13 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 1 year ago 
Thanks so much for sharing! We're glad you love the device and your glowing skin.
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60-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

                    Guaranteed results—or your money back. Simply return your product within 60 days of receipt for a full refund of your purchase price (minus shipping and handling).
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                      customerservice@dermaflash.com
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      Never Run Out Of The Essentials Again!


      With Auto-Delivery, we'll send your ESSENTIALS at the desired shipping frequency, with an email reminder a few days in advance.


    
    EXCLUSIVE PERKS:

    	Enjoy 10% Off and free shipping on THE ESSENTIALS
	
Early access to new product launches and sales
	
Pause or cancel any time


    
      Promo codes can not be applied to auto-delivery items

    

  






